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Back to The future is in the mail

Canada Post Corp. needs to come away from the current rotating strikes with
major compensation and work practice concessions. Its financial viability
depends on it.

The corporation faces many daunting challenges. But getting its labour costs
and productivity more in line with its competition is critical and long overdue.
And this time, management has some distinct advantages in the negotiations.
There is no reason for last minute capitulation.

First, the postal union’s demands are widely seen as ill-timed and unrealistic.
For decades, Canada Post has tried to compete while saddled with a bloated
workforce whose compensation is 15 to 20 per cent higher than their private
sector counterparts. Now the union is demanding even more — generous pay
hikes, more safety requirements (read: resisting productivity improvements)
and a continuation of banking sick days.

They are also fighting management’s efforts to create a two-tier workforce. New
hires would get less pay and modified fringe benefits. Existing employees would
keep their premium compensation package, plus a pay increase of about 2 per
cent a year.

The union argues that Canada Post has made $1.7 billion in profit over the last
15 years so the corporation should be able to meet its demands. The union
doesn’t mention that this represents less than a 2 per cent average, annual net income — not nearly enough to finance capital improvements,
pension obligations and other escalating labour costs. Also forgotten are the billions of dollars Canadian taxpayers paid to fund the deficits that
Canada Post racked up in its first 15 years of operation.

Second, the union’s economic clout is greatly diminished. In 1997, the last time workers walked out, businesses, governments and the rest of
us had few options for moving our messages, money and goods. The government of the day, faced with a threatened economy, legislated
postal employees back to work after only 16 days. The arbitrated settlement that followed was expensive.

This time, some small businesses and charities are suffering. But many Canada Post customers have already left for the ease of email, Skype,
Facebook, couriers and doing business online. As one headline read, “No snail mail: Who cares.” And the longer the union stays out, the more it
will drive existing users to alternative service providers. It’s a lose-lose strategy.

Third, some of the corporation’s major customers are helping management make their case. According to the president of the Canadian
Federation of Independent Business, Catherine Swift, members are willing to suffer some service disruption if it means containing future postal
costs.

Dozens of other businesses are defying the union by helping their own customers to find alternatives to the mail. Security regulators are telling
corporations that a strike is no longer an excuse to miss financial filings — there are other options. Banks are reminding their customers that
they can switch to online banking to pay bills and transfer money. Mail-order firms are using private parcel companies.

Fourth, as Canada Post’s presence in our lives has diminished, so has the political power of its unions. The corporation’s sole shareholder is
the Government of Canada. Management has the advantage of a newly minted majority government with its own mandate to cut costs and
shrink its size. The last thing Stephen Harper wants is a postal system that adds to his already sizable federal deficit.

If this strike drags on there will be pressure to legislate the employees back to work. But expect the government to resist. It knows that arbitrated
settlements rarely result in a rollback of existing contract provisions. Even if the legislation included instructions to consider the corporation’s
ability to pay, it’s likely an arbitrator would leave the existing one-tier agreement in place, and focus on a compromise wage increase.

If that were to happen, Canada Post would be forced to substantially increase postal rates or run a deficit. Nobody, including the government,
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wants either of those outcomes.

Finally, labour costs are not Canada Post’s only problem. Letter mail volumes are dropping dramatically. Despite these lower volumes, the
corporation’s “universal service obligation” requires it to service more than 200,000 new households every year across Canada. Not a
sustainable business model.

Over the last few years, the Conservatives have opted to “transform” Canada Post rather than privatize it. This is proving to be a costly and
questionable decision.

The last Harper government allowed Canada Post to borrow up to $2 billion over five years (guaranteed by the taxpayer) to replace processing
equipment for postal services that are already outdated. Canada Post also is pursuing an expensive and unproven E-Post electronic scheme
that would deliver mail using Canada Post’s own Internet system.

The Conservatives have promised to let Canada Post enter other businesses (in competition with the private sector) that would provide new
revenue sources to offset the declining letter mail business. They have allowed Canada Post to raise the letter rate by 5 per cent a year until
2014 — twice the current rate of inflation.

This transformation process also has to deal with an ingrained culture of entitlement, a pension plan underfunded by $3 billion, and resistance to
productivity improvement.

There is a lot at stake in these negotiations. If Canada Post fails to get its labour costs under control, the rest of its challenging business plan is
unachievable.
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